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Technical Profile

Core Competencies:
- Java, Spring Framework,
Hibernate, Angular 2+
- Maven, Docker, Docker
Compose, Kubernetes
- Reactive Java
- MySQL, MSSQL, Azure
Cosmos DB, MongoDB,
ElasticSearch
- Mockito, Junit 5, Wiremock
- Maven

Strong Expertise:
- E-Commerce &
M-Commerce, Retail,
Fintech
- digital transformation
- leadership & management

5+ years in the world of data, technology, and digital. Designed,
built, and delivered solutions for E-commerce, Retail, M-Commerce
and Financial Services. Forged skills and disciplines in a journey
across Startups, SMEs, and corporate. Gathered diversified market
and people experience while working on projects in USA, Middle
East & Eastern Europe. Passionate about engineering practices,
Cloud, DeFi and AI.

Highly interested & motivated in helping great ambitious companies
to develop great quality solutions in shortest terms doing
unbelievable results. I strongly believe that any business goal is to
earn money and only earn money. And what I know I am best in - is
helping such companies earn more money via dedicated work
focused on final results.

So, I am open to Senior position on which I will be able to push my
progress higher and faster. The requirements from my side are:
- my vision should match vision of your company
- your customer (or product in case you're product company) has
stable business which I truly will believe in
- your company should not support micromanagement approach
during development process

Tech Lead
EPAM, Lviv
Responsibilities:
- tech leading, interviewing, on-boarding
teammates, technical/architecture requirements
elaborations
- performing code reviews
- design and propose features' architecture
- system architecture improvements, including
performance, scalability, maintainability, reliability
- features implementation

Contribution:
- demonstrated exceptional personal performance,
and as a result, I was asked to become a TL on a
new sub-stream (firstly j oined EPAM as Senior Java
Engineer)
- soon after the beginning, +/-50% of the team left
the team, and it was not possible to find a
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& team motivation
- enterprise architecture
- engineering practices

replacement soon enough and onboard them on
time to get the release done. I managed the team
to do their best and make that release a success
- managed my own and the team's time to find a
capacity for dealing with technical debt and writing
technical documentation and as a result, managed
to make upcomming releases and onboarding of
new teammates a lot easier
- supported staffing by conducting technical
interviews
- coordinated cooperation with other internal and
external teams in order to mitigate the risks of
possible integration issues
- became a role model for teammates

Tech Lead
Delasport, Kyiv
Description:
Managed software development team while
establishing standards, methodologies and best
practices to deliver quality solutions and leverage
the technical competencies of the team.

- joined team on half way
- combined both coding & management roles to
make team progress and moving in correct
direction
- re-designed PoC payment gateway solution to
meet customer expectation
- initiated the seeds for a culture of writing quality
code
- implementation, testing, release of first version to
production environment
- got nice feedback from customer who was
impressed by delivered in-time solution no matter
timing problems met on way
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Co-founder & CTO
Sales Discovery, Lviv
Description:
In 2021 based on rich experience gained in sphere
of USA online trading, I have decided to start my
startup for UA online trading market. Idea of startup
is in implementation of web platform which
automates all complex processes related to selling
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of products on marketplaces.
I have personally taken absolutely all responsibilities
starting from designing of architecture to
implementation of all business backend & frontend
features, dev-ops, testing, making adjustments into
business vision, investigation & planning of all
features based on business timeline, writing
documentation and bug fixing.

Main achievements:
1. Tried myself in role of co-founder and CTO who
developed whole project from scratch. Project
could start rising money in 4 months.
2. Practically gained experience in frotend, DevOps
activities
3. Figured out my own weaknesses which in further
resolved via self-development.

Team Lead Developer
Sombra, Lviv
Description:
It was a 6 years old fast growing automated system
for full cycle management of distributed selling of
products on most popular marketplaces in USA. I
had grown from Trainee Developer to Middle
Developer on this project. With my aptitude for
work, I then took over the responsibilities of the team
leader. Managed all operations related to software
development. Interfaced with customer, partners
with the sales team to support the business and
leverage the broad understanding of the industry
business challenges, technologies and solutions.

Main achievements:
1. Achieved Sombra award 'Most Proactive Person
2019'
2. Became first person in company who took role of
Team Lead on demand of customer
3. My team delivered so complex solutions which
were not on the agenda for years. This allowed
customer to extend direction of his business. Finally,
this gave a possibility for customer to ask company
for increase of team size from regular 4 members to
8 members.
4. I designed detailed cloud-based architecture of
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Education

system and detailed plan of tasks to do to
achieve this goal.
5. Gave public speech (internally on company
level) discussing architecture topic

Master's: Computer Engineering
Lviv Polytechnic National University - Lviv
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